2021

*The Spirit within Me: Self and Agency in Ancient Israel and Second Temple Judaism*
Carol A. Newsom

*Iink Under the Fingernails*
Corinna Zeltsman

*The Last Embassy: The Dutch Mission of 1795 and the Forgotten History of Western Encounters with China*
Tonio Andrade

*Kubrick’s Men*
Richard Rambuss

*Travail et travailleurs en Algérie*
Amín Pérez

2020

*Annotating Modernism: Marginalia and Pedagogy from Virginia Woolf to the Confessional Poets*
Amanda Golden

*Sharia Transformations: Cultural Politics and the Rebranding of an Islamic Judiciary*
Michael G. Peletz

*Testing the Canon of Ancient Near Eastern Art and Archaeology*
Amy Gansell

2019

*Forgotten Healers: Women and the Pursuit of Health in Late Renaissance Italy*
Sharon T. Strocchia

*Inhabitance: Ecological Religious Education*
Jennifer R. Ayres

*Dave Brubeck’s Time Out*
Stephen A. Crist

*Coeds Ruining the Nation: Women, Education, and Social Change in Postwar Japanese Media*
Julia Bullock

*The Juvenile Immigrant: Indian Stories from America*
Namrata Verghese

*Investigations in Medieval Stained Glass: Materials, Methods, and Expressions Hardcover*
Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz (Contributor), Elizabeth Pastan

*Born After: Reckoning with the German Past (Psychoanalytic Horizons)*
Angelika Bammer

*Fear of Breakdown: Politics and Psychoanalysis*
Noelle McAfee
Family Narratives and the Development of an Autobiographical Self: Social and Cultural Perspectives on Autobiographical Memory
Robyn Fivush

2018

The Price of Permanence: Nature and Business in the New South
William D. Bryan

Atticus Finch: The Biography
Joe Crespino

Frankenstein: How A Monster Became an Icon: The Science and Enduring Allure of Mary Shelley's Creation
Essay by Stephen J. Kraftchick

The Political Lives of Saints: Christian-Muslim Mediation in Egypt
Angie Heo

Molecular Feminisms: Biology, Becomings, and Life in the Lab (Feminist Technosciences)
Deboleena Roy

The Robotic Imaginary: The Human and the Price of Dehumanized Labor
Jennifer Rhee

Siva's Saints: The Origins of Devotion in Kannada according to Harihara's Ragalegalu
Gil Ben-Herut

2017

Postcolonial Biology: Psyche and Flesh after Empire
Deepika Bahri

Ku Klux Kulture: America and the Klan in the 1920s
Felix Harcourt

Virgin Sacrifice in Classical Art: Women, Agency, and the Trojan War (Routledge Research in Gender and Art)
Anthony Mangieri

Women Praying and Prophesying in Corinth: Gender and Inspired Speech in First Corinthians
Jill E. Marshall

Landmark Essays on Tropes and Figures (Landmark Essays Series)
Roberto Franzosi

After Emerson (American Philosophy)
John T. Lysaker

Wild Nights: How Taming Sleep Created Our Restless World
Benjamin Reiss

Spain Unmoored: Migration, Conversion, and the Politics of Islam (New Anthropologies of Europe)
Mikaela H. Rogozen-Soltar
The Quest for the Christ Child in the Later Middle Ages (The Middle Ages Series)
Mary Dzon

Georg Simmel and the Disciplinary Imaginary
Elizabeth S. Goodstein

2016

Arabian Nights: A Queer Film Classic (Queer Film Classics)
Michael Moon

Poetic Modernism in the Culture of Mass Print (Hopkins Studies in Modernism)
Bartholomew Brinkman

This Business of Words: Reassessing Anne Sexton
Amanda Golden (Editor)

Holocaust: An American Understanding
Deborah E. Lipstadt

How Marriage Became One of the: The Sacramental Theology of Marriage from its Medieval Origins to the Council of Trent (Law and Christianity)
Philip L. Reynolds

The Rise and Demise of Slavery and the Slave Trade in the Atlantic World (Rochester Studies in African History and the Diaspora)
Philip Misevich

The Blessings of Business: How Corporations Shaped Conservative Christianity
Darren E. Grem

Preparation for Natural Theology: With Kant's Notes and the Danzig Rational Theology Transcript
Courtney Fugate (Translator)

2015

Essential Scots and the Idea of Unionism in Anglo-Scottish Literature, 1603-1832
Rivka Swenson

Women Prophets and Radical Protestantism in the British Atlantic World, 1640-1730
Elizabeth Bouldin

My Father's Guitar and Other Imaginary Things
Joseph Skibell

Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera: Osvaldo Golijov, Kaija Saariaho, John Adams, and Tan Dun
Yayoi Uno Everett

Sounding the Color Line: Music and Race in the Southern Imagination
Erich Nunn
Religion, Community, and Slavery on the Colonial Southern Frontier
James Van Horn Melton

Plato's Animals: Gadflies, Horses, Swans, and Other Philosophical Beasts (Studies in Continental Thought)
Jeremy Bell (Editor), Michael Naas (Editor)

Disagreements of the Jurists: A Manual of Islamic Legal Theory
Devin Stewart

2014

Sartre: A Philosophical Biography
Thomas R. Flynn

2013

Montaigne and the Origins of Modern Philosophy
Ann Hartle

Domesticating Empire: Enlightenment in Spanish America
Karen Stolley

Safe Space: Gay Neighborhood History and the Politics of Violence
Christina B. Hanhardt

Celibacies: American Modernism and Sexual Life
Benjamin Kahan

Architecture and Statecraft: Charles of Bourbon’s Naples, 1734-1759 (Buildings, Landscapes, and Societies)
Robin L. Thomas

Republics at War, 1776-1840: Revolutions, Conflicts, and Geopolitics in Europe and the Atlantic World (War, Culture and Society, 1750-1850)
Judith A. Miller

Nietzsche's Philosophy of History
Anthony K. Jensen

The Muslim Brotherhood: Evolution of an Islamist Movement
Carrie Rosefsky Wickham

Euripides: Alcestis (Companions to Greek and Roman Tragedy)
Niall W. Slater

The Tropics Bite Back: Culinary Coups in Caribbean Literature
Valerie Loichot

Eating Anxiety: The Perils of Food Politics
Chad Lavin

Sounding Imperial: Poetic Voice and the Politics of Empire, 1730-1820
James Mulolland
Romantic Revisions in Novels from the Americas (Comparative Cultural Studies)  
Lauren Maxwell Rule

Immigration, Ethnicity, and National Identity in Brazil, 1808 to the Present (New Approaches to the Americas)  
Jeffrey Lesser

2012

The Christ Child in Medieval Culture: Alpha es et O!  
Mary Dzon

American Showman: Samuel "Roxy" Rothafel and the Birth of the Entertainment Industry, 1908-1935 (Film and Culture)  
Ross Melnick

2011

The Cambridge Introduction to Eighteenth-Century Poetry  
John Sitter

Reconsidering Biography: Contexts, Controversies, and Sir John Hawkin's Life of Johnson  
Martine W. Brownley

Roth and Trauma: The Problem of History in the Later Works (1995-2010)  
Aimee L. Pozorski

The Year of the Lash: Free People of Color in Cuba and the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic World (Early American Places)  
Michele Reid-Vazquez

The Jaguar Within: Shamanic Trance in Ancient Central and South American Art (Linda Schele Series in Maya and Pre-Columbian Studies)  
Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies  
Jeffrey Lesser and Raanan Rein, Guest Editors

2010

Damned Notions of Liberty: Slavery, Culture, and Power in Colonial Mexico 1640-1769  
Frank T. Proctor III

Yahweh's Winged Form in the Psalms  
Joel M. LeMon

A Black Soldier's Story  
Mark A. Sanders

In the World He Created According to His Will  
David Caplan

Argentine Jews or Jewish Argentines? (Jewish Identities in a Changing World)  
Raanan Rein
The Greengrocer and His TV: The Culture of Communism After the 1968 Prague Spring
Paulina Bren

The Passions of Modernism: Eliot, Yeats, Woolf, and Mann
Anthony Cuda

The Doctor in the Victorian Novel
Tabitha Sparks

2009

Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nyssa, and the Transformation of Divine Simplicity
Andrew Radde-Gallwitz

Islamism: Contested Perspectives on Political Islam
Richard Martin

Desert Voices: Bedouin Women's Poetry in Saudi Arabia
Moneera Al-Ghadeer

Spies: The Rise and Fall of the KGB in America
Harvey Klehr

A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France
William Beik

Staring: How We Look
Rosemarie Garland-Thomson

The Scene of Harlem Cabaret: Race, Sexuality, Performance
Shane Vogel

Judge Richard S. Arnold: A Legacy of Justice on the Federal Bench
Polly J. Price

A Place in Politics: São Paulo, Brazil, from Seigneurial Republicanism to Regionalist Revolt
James P. Woodard

Screening a Lynching: The Leo Frank Case on Film and Television
Matthew H. Bernstein

Imagining Selves: Essays in Honor of Patricia Meyer Spacks
Rivka Swenson & Elise Lauterbach

2008

Literary Historicity: Literature and Historical Experience in Eighteenth-Century Britain
Ruth Mack

The Bhagavad Gita
Anonymous- Author
Laurie L. Patton - Translator / Introduction and Notes
Democracy's Prisoner: Eugene V. Debs, the Great War, and the Right to Dissent
Ernest Freeberg
Winner of the 2008 David J. Langum, Sr. Prize in American Legal History
Los Angeles Times 2008 Book Prize Finalist in Biography

The Politics of Responsibility
Chad Lavin

Surrealism and the Art of Crime
Jonathan P. Eburne

La Diaspora Cubana en Mexico: Terceros Espacios Y Miradas Excentricas
Tanya N. Weimer